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Q1 A microfluidic device for characterizing nuclear
deformations

Q2 Andrew C. Hodgson,†a Christophe M. Verstreken,†ab Cynthia L.Q3 Fisher,
Ulrich F. Keyser,a Stefano Pagliara*c and Kevin J. Chalut*ab

Cell nuclei experience and respond to a wide range of forces, both in vivo and in vitro. In order to charac-

terize the nuclear response to physical stress, we developed a microfluidic chip and used it to apply me-

chanical stress to live cells and measure their nuclear deformability. The device design is optimized for the

detection of both nucleus and cytoplasm, which can then be conveniently quantified using a custom-

written Matlab program. We demonstrated quantitative measurements of the nuclear sizes and strains of

embryonic stem cells, for which we observed negative Poisson ratios in the nuclei for specific medium

conditions. In addition, we were able to detect changes in the nuclear response after treatment with actin

depolymerizing and chromatin decondensing agents. Finally, we showed that the device can be used for

biologically relevant high-resolution confocal imaging of cells under compression. Thus, the device

presented here allows for accurate physical phenotyping at high throughput and has the potential to be

applied to a range of cell types.

Introduction

Cells experience a wide range of chemical and physical cues
from their microenvironment, but the biological and physical
relevance of these signals are not well understood. On the
one hand, the external physical environment has been shown
to affect cell fate and development, for example by influenc-
ing lineage commitment of ES cells upon differentiation.1,2

On the other hand, the phenotype of the cell, such as cell type
and differentiation state, can drive changes in cell mechanics.
For example, large changes in nuclear organization and stiff-
ness during key developmental stages have been observed.3,4

Given the precision with which the physical and chemical en-
vironment can be controlled, and the capability for high
throughput measurements, microfluidic devices are an ideal
platform to explore the effects of external stresses on the bio-
logical and biophysical processes occurring in single cells.5

The prevalence and sophistication of microfluidic devices
in the study of cellular biophysics has increased in recent
years.6,7 A wide range of assays now exist to modify the envi-
ronment of a variety of cells, including controlling chemical

gradients,8 rapid cell sorting9 and high throughput
phenotyping.10,11 The scale of microfluidic devices allows for
parallelized measurements at the single-cell level, while si-
multaneously greatly reducing reagent usage compared to tra-
ditional techniques.12 For example, microfluidic devices have
recently been used to uncover the physical behavior of embry-
onic stem (ES) cells in response to external signals, providing
physiologically relevant information for in vitro
investigations.13

In this paper we introduce a microfluidic platform for the
high-throughput measurement of cellular and nuclear
deformability of ES cells whose mechanics have been shown
to alter as the cells exit pluripotency and initiate lineage
choice.14 The device consists of a chip made of polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS), prepared in advance of the experiment day
and finalized using a 30 minute procedure. This permits
short setup times and straightforward use by a cell biologist
with little or no experience with microfluidics, while assuring
repeatability in terms of the physical and chemical environ-
ment inside the chip as to minimize the impact on cell viabil-
ity and culture quality.

Before the experiment, cells are labelled with SYTO 13
(Invitrogen), a fluorescent nucleic acid marker to illuminate
the nucleus with an intensity that is 3–4 times higher than
the cytoplasm.15 This allows easy visualization and detection
of the nucleus and the surrounding cytoplasm inside the
chip. The cells, when loaded into the chip, are flowed in sus-
pension and a compression force is applied by confining
them in a channel slightly smaller than their cross-sectional
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Fig. 1 Chip design and experimental setup. (A) Photomask design. The inlet and outlet are situated at the large circular extremes of the design. (B)
Expanded view of the inlet. An array of pillars acts as a filter for any object substantially larger than the cells, thus decreasing channel blockages.
(C) Cells are guided through separate large channels to the compression channels, where they experience a one-dimensional compression. (D) Ex-
perimental set-up: a pressure pump is connected to the chip inlet and outlet via FEP tubing containing cells and media. The pump drives the cells
from the inlet to the outlet across the constriction region. (E) Fluorescent image overlaid on bright field image of an ES cell before compression.
(F) A region of interest is selected by the user on the GUI for thresholding and measurement. a and t are the axial and transverse dimensions re-
spectively. (G) The ES cell is compressed within a 12 μm constriction channel. (H) A second region of interest is selected to re-threshold the cell
under compression. a′ and t′ are the compressed axial and transverse measurements respectively. The transverse and axial strains are determined
using the formulas shown. (I) Screenshot of the MATLAB analysis GUI. The GUI displays the fluorescence image of the cells superimposed on the
bright field image of the chip. The user can then see the cells move frame-by-frame towards and through the constriction channels. A box is
drawn around the cell of interest by the user, after which the GUI displays the thresholded and measured image in the ‘selected cell’ section of
the GUI.
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area. The cells are imaged before, during and after compres-
sion. A custom Matlab GUI analyzes such images and calcu-
lates cellular and nuclear strain, or deformability, allowing
for assessing the cellular and nuclear response to physical
stress. Deformability is a proxy for cell and nuclear mechan-
ics, which correlates with cell states in development and
disease.16–18 In this manner, the device can be used for accu-
rate mechanical phenotyping and identifying various stages
of development while simultaneously providing valuable data
on the physical biology of cells at those stages.

Experimental
Design and production of the molds

The mask was designed using AutoCAD (Autodesk). The de-
signs were translated into a photomask (Photodata) and
printed onto an emulsion film with a resolution of 128 000
dpi to be used for photolithography. The 16 μm structures,
serving as a template to produce reservoirs and compression
channels in the subsequent step (see below) were deposited
onto a silicon wafer using a single lithography step as fol-
lows. SU-8 2015 (Microchem) was spin-coated onto the wafer
at 3000 rpm for 60 s after a ramp of 300 rpm per second. A
UV lamp (365–405 nm, 20 mW cm−2) was used to expose the
mask onto the deposited photoresist for 6 s. After post-
baking for 5 min and developing in propylene glycol mono-
methyl ether acetate (PGMEA) (Sigma-Aldrich), the wafer
contained SU-8 structures with a height of 16 μm as verified
using a stylus profilometer (Dektak). The dimensions of this
device are reported in Fig. 1.

Production of microfluidic chip & experimental procedure

A device negative replica was produced by placing the silicon
wafer into an open container with base surface area slightly
larger than the wafer itself. The wafer was then covered with
degassed 9 : 1 (base : curing agent) polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) and cured at 70 °C for 60 min, before the area
around the features was cut with a scalpel to remove the
microfluidic chip from the mold. A 1.5 mm biopsy punch
(Kai Medical) was used to create fluidic accesses to the chip
at the outer ends of both reservoirs. Oxygen plasma treat-
ment (10 s exposure at 100 W, Diener) was used to bond the
patterned surface of the PDMS chip to a glass slide (24 × 50
mm, 0.13–0.16 mm, Menzel-Gläser). This treatment tempo-
rarily renders PDMS and glass hydrophilic, so within 5 min
after bonding the chips were filled with the cell culture me-
dium that would be used during imaging. FEP tubing (1/16
in × 0.03 in, outer and inner diameters respectively, Gilson)
was used to connect the reservoirs to a pressurized micro-
fluidic flow control system (MFCS-4C, Fluigent). The inlet
tube was filled with a cell suspension while the outlet tube
was filled with cell culture media pre-equilibrated to culture
conditions by incubating it at 37 °C and 7% CO2. The flow
across the constriction channels was controlled using the
MFCS-4C's computer software (MAESFLO, Fluigent). Imaging
was performed on a Leica SP5 in epifluorescence mode, using

a 20×/0.5 N.A. objective and 2 × 2 binning. For translocation
measurements, the microfluidic chip was connected to a sy-
ringe pump (Nemesys, Cetoni) to supply a constant flow of
100 μl min−1 for each of the samples. Translocation measure-
ments were performed by only imaging the region of interest
and using 4 × 4 binning on an Olympus IX73 epifluorescence
microscope using a 20×/0.5 N.A. Olympus objective and an
optiMos sCMOS camera. 3D imaging on Lifeact-tagRFP cells
was performed using a 40×/1.30 N.A. objective on a Nikon
Eclipse Ti spinning disk confocal microscope. 3D images
were reconstructed using Volocity (PerkinElmer). For each
data set, a new microfluidic chip casted out of the same mold
was used. The measurement error was estimated using (9.9 ±
0.12) μm green-yellow fluorescently labelled beads (10 μm
Fluorospheres, Thermo Fisher).

Preparation of cells for microfluidic analysis

This study used wild type ES cells derived from 129/Sv strain
mice, and cells of the same type but transfected with a
Lifeact-tagRFP plasmid (ibidi). We received the ES cell as a
kind gift from Jennifer Nichols's laboratory at the University
of Cambridge. The cells were cultured at 37 °C and 7% CO2

in medium based on Glasgow Eagle's Minimal Essential Me-
dium (Merck), supplemented with 10% HyClone Fetal Bovine
Serum (GE), L-glutamine (Invitrogen), MEM Non-Essential
Amino Acids (PAA), sodium pyruvate (Invitrogen),
ß-mercaptoethanol (Sigma) and LIF (Millipore).19 For routine
culture, cells were incubated at 37 °C in 7% CO2 and split ev-
ery 2 days. Splitting involved dissociation of cells from tissue
culture plastic by incubation in Accutase for 5 min and sub-
sequent dilution into PBS. Cells were then centrifuged for 3
min at 1400 rpm, resuspended in new medium and plated
onto tissue culture flasks coated with 0.1% gelatin. Cells used
in microfluidic experiments were first split into suspension
and incubated with 2 μM SYTO 13 (Invitrogen) for 30 min,
which stains the nucleus at an intensity 3 to 4 times higher
than the cytoplasm, allowing us to detect both nuclear and
cytoplasmic signals. The solution was then spun down and
resuspended into medium at concentrations of 3 × 106 cells
per ml. For Cytochalasin D treatment, this drug was added
10 min before the experiment at a concentration of 2 μM.20

For Trichostatin A (TSA) treatment, cells were spun down and
resuspended in medium containing 5 μM TSA (Sigma). They
were then incubated for 5 h, after which SYTO 13 was added
and the procedure above was followed.

Image analysis

We used the following protocol to investigate the cellular and
nuclear response to external physical stress. We imaged cells
incubated with SYTO 13 before, during and after the constric-
tion. From the fluorescent images we then extracted the cel-
lular and nuclear areas in Matlab using the MaxEntropy and
Intermodes algorithms respectively, which were adapted from
the ImageJ software suite.21 These were chosen as somewhat
conservative thresholding methods that yielded size results
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similar to those deduced from high resolution microscopy
measurements of ES cells and their nuclei in the media con-
dition used in this study.4 Increasing the sensitivity of
thresholding, for example with the Minimum thresholding
technique, made the thresholding sensitive to small intracel-
lular features such as nucleoli. With major and minor axes of
length a and t before compression respectively, and a′ and t′
during compression, the axial strain is given by:

while transverse strain is given by:

Statistical analysis

For the investigation into cell translocation time alteration
due to Cytochalasin D treatment, statistical significance was
calculated using an n-way ANOVA for the explanatory vari-
ables ‘cell sample’ & ‘drug treatment’. Each cell sample was
divided equally into a treated and untreated sample. In total
4 samples were used, to produce 4 treated and 4 control sam-
ples. ANOVA was also performed to analyze the statistical sig-
nificance of the strain measurements and standard error of
the mean where appropriate.

Results and discussion

The mechanics of ES cells has been shown to be influenced
by their pluripotent state. During differentiation, mechanical
changes occur both on a cellular1,3 and a nuclear level.4,14 In
this paper we present a device that allows rapid mechanical
phenotyping of cells and their nuclei. We characterize its ca-
pabilities by investigating the response of ES cells to com-
pression in a variety of medium conditions and in response
to chemical treatments.

To optimize performance, the microfluidic device was
designed with a focus on two major capabilities: compression
throughput and run-time before clogging. As ES cells in
serum–LIF medium conditions naturally adhere to sub-
strates, cell aggregates will inevitably form after a certain
time.22 Furthermore, debris, apoptotic cells and aggregates
can block the channels as these were designed specifically to
apply a small compression to single cells. To alleviate this
possibility, the device design first incorporates chip filters
around the inlets to filter out objects larger than a single cell
(Fig. 1A–C). Second, the inlet reservoir is split into large
channels leading to isolated constriction regions. Hence, if
adhering apoptotic cells cause a blockage, this occurs in a
single constriction region, so the remaining channels con-
tinue to be fully operational.

We optimized the fabrication process and experimental
protocol for users who might not be familiar with the techni-

cal aspects of microfluidics and might not want to set up
high-end dedicated equipment. First, we choose to apply a
one-dimensional compression to the ES cells using only the
lateral walls but not the top and bottom ones. This allowed
for the mold to be produced as a single height layer and to
be fabricated in a single step without the use of dedicated
photolithography equipment. Also, the one-dimensional ap-
proach avoids sharp corners and allows accurate control over
the shape of the entrance to the constriction channel, en-
abling a streamlined approach and passage of cells through
the channel without a shift in focal plane intrinsic to the
two-dimensional designs. Second, we designed an algorithm
to employ different thresholds to isolate the nuclear and cyto-
plasmic signal. The algorithm has been incorporated into a
bespoke Matlab GUI to facilitate rapid semi-automated analy-
sis of all images. As a large number of frames may be
recorded during the course of a single experiment, the pro-
gram first selects only those frames in which cells are
detected (Fig. 1E–H). Then, for these frames the user draws a
box around a cell, which is automatically thresholded to
highlight the nucleus (or whole cell). This creates a boundary
of the nucleus (cell), whose size is measured across the trans-
verse and axial dimensions. Finally, the MATLAB program
(Fig. 1I) calculates the strain of the nucleus (cell) in both di-
mensions. If more than one cell is present in a frame, the
user has the option of drawing a box for each cell to obtain
multiple measurements for a single frame. The GUI will be
made available, complete with instructions for use, on http://
www.stemcells.cam.ac.uk/researchers/principal-investigators/
kevin-chalut.

We initially characterized our microfluidic chip by mea-
suring the throughput of cells through the constriction
channels as a function of flow rate from 10 to 80 μl h−1.
As expected, the relationship was linear at low flow rates,
but the number of detected cells was largely constant for
values above 40 μl h−1 (Fig. 2A). This is primarily due to
the fact that at high flow rates cells translocate the chan-
nels very quickly and some of them might not be
detected. Therefore, for a flow rate of 40 μl h−1, the upper
limit of the linear response of cell throughput, we varied
the cell concentration from 1–5 million cells per ml
(Fig. 2B). As expected, the throughput increased linearly
with the concentration of cells in the medium. For the ex-
periments below we used a concentration of 3.5 million
cells per ml. The maximum flow rate was primarily limited
by the frame rate of a typical microscope camera (between
30 and 100 fps). To estimate the accuracy of our size mea-
surements, we flowed fluorescently labelled beads with a
mean size of (9.9 ± 0.12) μm through the compression
channels. By thresholding the images of the beads (n =
19) outside and inside the compression channels, we mea-
sured the diameter of the beads to be (9.98 ± 0.16) μm
and (10.07 ± 0.19) μm respectively. This shows that the
measurements obtained within this microfluidic device are
accurate, and remain consistent while beads pass through
the compression channels.
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To analyze both strain and recovery of the nuclear and cy-
toplasmic surface area, we imaged cells before, during and
after compression. As expected, the major axis of both the
nucleus and cytoplasm increased significantly during com-
pression. However, we did not find evident correlation be-
tween axial strain and cell size, and no indication that larger
cells (i.e. >16 μm, the channel height) have a different me-
chanical response than smaller cells (<16 μm). Importantly,
we also found that cells, even those treated with TSA, a his-
tone deacetylase inhibitor which decondenses chromatin,
fully returned to their original values after compression
(Fig. 3A & B). The fact that nuclei, even when treated with a
chromatin decondensing agent, return to their original sizes,
indicates that this technique probes the instantaneous me-
chanical response of the nucleus without permanently modi-
fying the nuclear structure.

We examined whether the nuclei exhibited a delayed re-
sponse to the compression as they translocate through the
channel, which could be indicative of viscoelastic behavior.
To test this, we imaged cells (n = 20) at multiple locations
along the length of the channel. Each cell can be observed
for multiple frames, or instances, across the channel. For
each instance i of cell j we calculated a χ2-value of the axial
strain, defined as

where aij,ax is the axial strain of the nucleus of cell j at the in-
stance i, and āj,ax is the average axial strain of all the in-
stances of cell j. Binning the instances according to their po-
sition in the first (n = 57), middle (n = 65) or final (n = 69)
third of the channel, we found very small χ2 values with no
significant differences between channel positions, indicating

that there is no influence of viscoelastic response on our
measurements (Fig. 3C).

Next we treated ES cells with Cytochalasin D, which is an
inhibitor of actin polymerization.20 As cells are more easily
deformed due to their lack of polymerized actin filaments,
we expected a decrease in translocation time through the
constriction channels after treatment with Cytochalasin D. Al-
though there was a high variability between samples, we
found that translocation time was indeed significantly
shorter for samples treated with Cytochalasin D compared to
control samples (Fig. 3D). These measurements confirmed
that this microfluidic device is a high throughput method
that can be used for mechanical phenotyping.

To analyze the differential effect of strain on cell nuclei,
we set the channel width at 12 μm, larger than the median
diameter of the nucleus (11.6 ± 0.2) μm yet smaller than the
median cell size (14.3 ± 0.2) μm. Hence, nuclei larger than
the approximate diameter of the channel experience com-
pression directly from the sides of the channel. Nuclei
smaller than the channel, however, experience this stress to
an increasingly smaller extent (decreasing approximately as
the inverse of the distance squared due to fluid stress). The
cytoplasmic strain resulting from the compression in turn is
propagated through the cytoskeleton to the nucleus (Fig. 4A)
as an axial stress. Therefore, we expect the smallest nuclei to
primarily experience uniaxial stress along the channel axis,
while the largest nuclei would primarily experience uniaxial
compression from the channels. Nuclei in the middle of the
size distribution would experience a largely biaxial stress.

To distinguish the effects of compression on the cyto-
plasm and the nucleus while accounting for the size effect,
we split the sample for analysis into two subpopulations of
cells with large and small nuclei and calculated the strain
(Fig. 4B & C). As expected, cells with nuclei larger than the
median had a negative transverse cytoplasmic (−0.021 ±

Fig. 2 Cell concentration, flow rate and accuracy of size measurements. Cell throughput, measured as number of cells per second, as a function
of (A) the flow rate and (B) the initial cell concentration (ROI: 620 × 1100 μm, frame rate: 110 fps). A linear fit has been applied to both plots,
however just the first three points of (A) have been utilized. (C & D) Thresholding of (9.9 ± 0.12) μm fluorescently labelled beads (red outline). The
mean diameter was measured to be (C) (9.98 ± 0.16) μm outside and (D) (10.07 ± 0.19) μm inside the compression channel (n = 19), illustrating the
consistency of our measurement technique.
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0.008) and nuclear (−0.06 ± 0.01) strain. Both the cytoplasm
(0.24 ± 0.02) and the nucleus (0.26 ± 0.03) expanded in the
axial direction during compression. However, the axial strain
was significantly larger for cells with small nuclei (P < 1 ×
10–4) which featured cellular and nuclear axial strain of (0.38
± 0.04) and (0.46 ± 0.04) respectively. Interestingly, for those
cells the transverse nuclear strain was positive yet very close
to zero (0.02 ± 0.02), suggesting auxetic nuclei in these condi-
tions, as reported in (Pagliara 2014).14

To further explore this observation, we compared the re-
lationship between axial and transverse strain (Fig. 4D). For
small strains, the Poisson's ratio can be approximated by
the negative of the transverse over axial strain. Thus, for ax-
ial strains smaller than 0.5, we approximated the Poisson's
ratio by fitting the nuclear transverse strain versus nuclear
axial strain data to a linear function. We aimed to analyse
only cells that were experiencing primarily uniaxial stress

(either tensile or compressive for small and large nuclei, re-
spectively); therefore, we used only the smallest 25% and
largest 25% of nuclei for the analysis. For cells with smaller
nuclei, we found a line-fit gradient of 0.30 ± 0.09, compared
to 0.15 ± 0.05 for cells with larger nuclei. Given the errors
arising from the approximations made, this numbers are in
relatively good agreement with one another. The finding in-
dicates a negative Poisson's ratio in the nuclei of these cells,
i.e. that these nuclei are exhibiting auxeticity. This can be
compared with (Pagliara 2014), in which ES cells at the early
stages of differentiation possess auxetic nuclei. In this pa-
per, we are using serum+LIF conditions, which differ from
this earlier paper. Serum+LIF conditions should be much
more heterogeneous, containing a combination of all three
states described in (Pagliara 2014).14 This method provides a
way forward for approximations of Poisson's ratio in cell
nuclei.

Fig. 3 Mechanical phenotyping of ES cells. Length of the nuclear and cellular major axis measured before, during and after compression for (A)
control cells (n = 117) and (B) cells treated with Trichostatin A (n = 162). For both the whole cell and the nucleus, the major axial length returned to
its approximate original size post-compression. (C) χ2-value of the cells along the length of the channel. The distributions of χ2-value of nuclei in
the first, middle and final third of the channel are not significantly different. (D) The device was used to characterize cell mechanics by measuring
changes in translocation time with cytoskeletal perturbation. Images were captured at 234 fps to record the translocation time, quantified by
number of frames elapsed while the cell is in the channel. Cells treated with Cytochalasin D were compared to untreated control cells. Treatment
with Cytochalasin D significantly decreased the translocation time (P ≪ 10−4, n > 200 cells for each dataset).
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We tested whether treatment of cells with TSA affected the
relationship between compression and strain by modifying
the material properties or average size of the nucleus. As
chromatin is a primary structural component in the nucleus
of ES cells, its decondensation could have a considerable ef-
fect on the nuclear response to compression.23 Hence we ex-
amined whether the increase in nuclear deformability due to
chromatin decondensation (as observed in both Chalut 2012,
Krause 2013)4,23 would increase the magnitude of the axial
strain. The proposed device was ideal to investigate this ques-
tion further. We first observed that TSA treatment had a
modest enlarging effect on the median initial nuclear size
(11.8 ± 0.2) μm. Second, the nuclear axial strain significantly
increased (P < 0.001) across the whole population. This could

potentially be explained by the larger average nuclear size
leading to greater transverse strain. Nonetheless, for cells
with nuclei smaller than the median, the mean transverse
strain remained stable at 0.006 ± 0.006, while the axial strain
increased significantly to 0.68 ± 0.04 (P < 0.001). This indi-
cated that small nuclei become more deformable as
evidenced by the increase in the axial strain, confirming pre-
vious observations but with much higher throughput.

The effect of cell confinement on cellular organization
and structure has not yet been extensively studied. As the
microfluidic chip presented here, with its single height
throughout the chip, allows high-resolution microscopy with-
out a shift in focal plane, we wanted to illustrate the opportu-
nity to apply it to studies of the biological effects of external

Fig. 4 Nuclear mechanics of ES cells. (A) Diagram of forces on the nucleus in response to confinement of cells in the channel. Large cells
primarily experience compression forces from the walls of the channel in the transverse direction. As the nuclear size decreases, the compression
forces decrease and become more comparable to the tensile forces arising from the elongation of the cell and resulting cytoskeletal stress. With
smaller nuclei, the tensile cytoskeletal forces would dominate the compression forces. (B and C) Quantification of nuclear deformability in the (B)
axial and (C) transverse direction for control and TSA-treated cells (n = 159 treated, n = 117 control). The nuclei of cells treated with TSA are more
deformable, as evidenced by an increase in the magnitude of the axial strains, while the transverse strains are not significantly different. (D) Axial
and transverse strain of control ES cell with the smallest nuclei (bottom 25% of size distribution) in black and largest nuclei (largest 25% of the size
distribution), with the rationale that these nuclei would be primarily experiencing a uniaxial stress. In the case of uniaxial stress, there is a linear re-
lationship between axial and transverse strain for small strains. Therefore, only axial strains smaller than 0.5 have been plotted. A line of best-fit
have been plotted for both small nuclei and large nuclei. Each line has a positive linear relationship between transverse and axial strain (slope of
0.30 ± 0.09 for cells with small nuclei and 0.15 ± 0.05 for cells with large nuclei). The slope in the linear equation is the negative of the Poisson's
ration; therefore, both subpopulations exhibit a negative Poisson's ratio.
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compression. To demonstrate the potential of the chip, we
imaged the actin cortex of a cell line that was stably trans-
fected with a Lifeact-tagRFP plasmid, an actin marker that
binds preferentially to F-actin (Fig. 5). We imaged these cells
outside and inside the channels using a spinning disk confo-
cal microscope, and performed a three-dimensional recon-
struction of the cellular actin cortex, which showed the pres-
ence of the actin cytoskeleton around the edge of the cell at
high resolution. In addition, we converted these images to a
two-dimensional heatmap of the intensity of the Lifeact sig-
nal along the cortex of the whole cell before and during com-
pression, illustrating that the image quality and dimensions
are sufficient for further analysis. Hence, the use of this tech-
nique, combining high resolution with high throughput
microscopy, could be of great utility for future studies investi-
gating structural intracellular changes with compression in
single cells.

Conclusions

We have developed a high-throughput microfluidic chip for
mechanically phenotyping ES cells. The PDMS chip can easily

be produced and used for biological experiments, even by
those unfamiliar with microfluidics. We designed a MATLAB
GUI to allow swift and easy quantitative analysis of images
obtained during experiments. Users can apply thresholding of
the images via the GUI, visually assess the automatic detection
of the boundary of the nucleus, and obtain size and strain
measurements. We showed that the chip is capable of identify-
ing differences in the cellular and nuclear deformability under
compression within a sample of ES cells. We found that, in the
investigated medium conditions, the nuclei of small cells
exhibited a negative Poisson ratio in response to compression.
Furthermore, the device was able to detect changes to the me-
chanical phenotype of cells after treatment with chemical
agents such as Cytochalasin D, which decreased the transloca-
tion time of the cells through the constrictions. In addition,
nuclei of cells treated with TSA were found to have a greater ax-
ial strain, indicating greater nuclear deformability, to applied
tensile stress than untreated cells. Finally, as a proof-of-
principle of the further potential of the device, we showed that
it can be used for high-resolution imaging. Thus the chip could
in the future be used to investigate, using fluorescent markers,
intracellular structural changes in response to compression.

Fig. 5 3D reconstruction of ES cells in confinement. The microfluidic device can be used for confocal microscopy at high numerical aperture of
cells containing biological markers to study the intracellular changes that take place in response to confinement. To demonstrate the image
quality and level of positional control over the cells within the chip, as well as the possibilities for further analysis, we imaged cells that were
transfected with the actin-marker Lifeact within the microfluidic device before and during compression. (A) Composite of two images showing
three-dimensional reconstruction of the actin cytoskeleton (green) of a cell before (left) and inside (right) the channel overlaid on the correspond-
ing bright-field images. (B) Maximum projection of the image from the actin network. A slice in the xy-plane through the middle of the cell (C) be-
fore and (D) inside the channel. (E and F) Two-dimensional projection of the Lifeact intensity in the cortex of the cell (E) before and (F) inside the
channel, with the circumference of the cortex along the horizontal direction.
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The methodology presented here allows for the identifica-
tion of mechanical phenotypes of cell compression, with ei-
ther high throughput or high resolution. These capabilities
are particularly relevant when considering the mechanical
changes that take place in ES cells as they exit pluripotency
and undergo lineage commitment. This feature is not limited
to ES cells, however, and this device is well-suited to analyze
the mechanical phenotype of other cell types, such as onco-
genic cell types, which are heavily influenced by their me-
chanical environment. In addition, with the aim of promot-
ing or inhibiting growth conditions for culture conditions or
cancer treatment, the device can be used to characterize the
influence of culture medium on the mechanical responsive-
ness to stress.
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